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In 1987, Taco Cabana, a chain of Mexican restaurants in Houston, Texas, brought suit against Two Pesos, a rival chain, claiming that Two Pesos had deliberately copied Taco Cabana's décor. A combination of nonfunctional features -- overhead garage doors used to separate a patio area from the dining room, a bright color scheme intended to create a "festive atmosphere," a distinctive roof design, etc. -- lent a distinctive overall image to each of its restaurants, Taco Cabana argued. Two Pesos had acted wrongfully in appropriating that image without permission. Five years and several court rulings later, Taco Cabana prevailed. Two Pesos was required to pay several million dollars in damages and alter the appearance of its restaurants. n1

Last year, a group of intellectual-property lawyers argued in an article in the National Law Journal that athletic maneuvers could and should be patented. A method "for sailing an America's Cup yacht wherein the yacht sails 10 degrees closer to the wind, for high-jumping higher or for skiing downhill 10 percent faster," they claimed, could easily be classified as a "useful process" within the meaning of the federal patent statute. If nonobvious and novel, such a technique should qualify for patent protection. After all, if one can patent a new surgical procedure, why not the Fosbery Flop? n2 The chances that the courts would adopt this proposal are not great, but the argument is colorable.

Where did these claims come from? How did it come to pass that, in the United States, one can now own the décor of a restaurant, and lawyers argue seriously about exclusive rights to athletic moves? This essay seeks to answer those questions.

I.

The field of law in which such claims arise has recently come to be known as "intellectual property." It encompasses several, partially overlapping doctrines. Copyright law protects "original forms of expression" -- Magic Mountain, "Star Wars," "Fiddler on the Roof." Patent law protects inventions -- windsurfers, chemical processes, genetically engineered mice. Trademark law protects words and symbols that identify goods and services -- "McDonalds," the distinctive shape of a Ferrari Testarosa. Trade-secret law protects information that a company has tried but failed to conceal from competitors -- secret formulas for soft drinks, confidential marketing strategies. The "right of publicity" protects

celebrities' interests in their images and identities.

The history of each of these doctrines (like the histories of most areas of the law) is involuted and idiosyncratic, but one overall trend is common to all: expansion. With rare exceptions, the set of entitlements created by each of the doctrines has grown steadily and dramatically from the eighteenth century to the present.

A.

Within copyright law, the most obvious axis along which this expansion has occurred is duration. The original, 1790 Copyright Act established a copyright term of 14 years; if the author were still living at the end of that period, he could renew the copyright for an additional 14 years. n3 Over the next two centuries, Congress periodically added to these time periods. n4 Most copyrights acquired today will last for the life of the author plus 50 years, and Congress is seriously considering extending that term for another 20 years.

A less straightforward but equally important respect in which copyright has grown concerns the definition of a copyrighted "work." Until the middle of the nineteenth century, a copyright owner enjoyed little more than protection against verbatim copying of his or her language. In other words, the "work" shielded by the statute was the literal text, nothing more. So, for example, in 1853 a federal Circuit Court rejected the claim of Harriet Beecher Stowe that a German translation of Uncle Tom's Cabin infringed her copyright.

By the publication of Mrs. Stowe's book, the creations of the genius and imagination of the author have become as much public property as those of Homer or Cervantes. . . . All her conceptions and inventions may be used and abused by imitators, playwrights and poetasters. . . . [Her entitlements are limited to] the copyright of her book; the exclusive right to print, reprint, and vend it, and those only can be called infringers of her rights, or pirates of her property, who are guilty of printing, publishing, importing or vending with her license, "copies of her book." A translation may, in loose phraseology, be called a transcript or copy of her thoughts or conceptions, but in no correct sense can it be called a copy of her book.

Toward the end of the nineteenth century, this constricted view of an author's rights came under increasing attack. Eventually the courts, with Congress' encouragement, abandoned it in favor of the concept that the "work" protected by copyright consists "in the substance, and not in the form alone. That which constitutes the essence and value of a literary composition, which represents the results of the author's labor and learning, may be capable of expression in more than one form of language different from that of the original. . . . [Thus] translation is not in substance a new work. It is a reproduction in a new form of an existing one." n6 This modern understanding confers upon copyright owners many more entitlements than the right to prepare translations. Close approximation of the plot of a novel or play, preparation of a screenplay based on a novel, use of the characters from a movie or book
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to create an unauthorized sequel -- all these are now understood to constitute infringement.

The kinds of works to which copyright law may apply has also grown enormously. For example, in 1884, the Supreme Court concluded that photographs could be copyrighted. n7 In 1971, Congress decided that musical recordings (not just musical compositions, but recorded performances thereof) should be shielded from copying. n8 Twenty years ago, computer software was added to the list of protectable works. n9 The most recent major addition was architectural works. n10

B.

Like copyright, patent law was gradually extended over the course of the 19th and 20th centuries to an increasingly wide array of inventions. Some examples:

**Industrial Designs.** In 1842, hoping to provide "encouragement to the decorative arts," Congress extended the reach of the patent statute to cover "new and original designs for articles of manufacture." The degree of originality demanded by the Patent Office and the courts before recognizing a patent of this sort has varied over the years, but recently a wide array of "ornamental objects" -- from eyeglass display racks to containers for dispensing liquids -- have been deemed protectable. n11

**Plants.** Until the early twentieth century, plants were considered products of nature and hence unpatentable. n12 The Plant Patent Act of 1930 overrode this principle, extending a modified form of patent protection to new varieties of asexually reproducing plants. n13 In 1970, Congress went even further, reaching new and "distinct" sexually reproducing plant varieties. n14

**Surgical Procedures.** Until the Second World War, the Patent Office took the position that "the methods or modes of treatment of physicians of certain diseases are not patentable." n15 In the 1950s, it abandoned this categorical rule, n16 but the continued wariness of the courts n17 combined with doctors' qualms concerning the monopolization of potentially life-saving processes kept the number of such patents low. n18 Recently, however, the rate has increased sharply. The Patent and Trademark Office now typically grants over a dozen medical procedure patents each week. n19 In 1996, Congress curtailed the use of such patents -- not by eliminating them, however, but rather by exempting physicians and "health care entities" (e.g., nursing homes, hospitals, and medical schools) from liability for infringing them. n20

**Software.** Until the 1980s, both the Patent Office and the courts resisted the patenting of software programs, primarily on the ground that they constituted "mathematical algorithms" and thus unpatentable "phenomena of nature." n21 In 1981, the United States Supreme Court signaled a slight weakening in this resolve, upholding the patent on a
software program (embedded in a computer) that served to monitor continuously the temperature inside a synthetic rubber mold. Since that time, the Federal Circuit has adopted an increasingly receptive posture; today, virtually any software program (if novel, nonobvious, etc.) is patentable, so long as the applicant describes it as being programmed into a general purpose computer. The predictable result has been an enormous surge in software patent applications.

This proliferation of the kinds of potentially patentable inventions has been paralleled by expansion of the set of entitlements encompassed by a patent. The doctrine that best exemplifies that expansion is the concept of "equivalents." Ordinarily, the rights of a patent owner are defined, not by the scope of his invention, but by the language of his "claims"; a rival's product will infringe the patent if and only if it falls within the bounds of a valid claim. In the nineteenth century, rivals would sometimes take advantage of this principle. By constructing products that differed in minor respects from patentees' claims, they sought to avoid liability. Toward the end of the century, the courts developed the equitable doctrine of "equivalents" to prevent such evasive maneuvers. Since that time, four developments have transformed the doctrine into a powerful weapon in the hands of patentees. First, the courts have abandoned the notion that an "equivalents" inquiry is only appropriate when there is evidence that the defendant has deliberately copied the plaintiff's invention or engaged in some other kind of fraud; now the doctrine is available in every case. Second, the formulas used by the courts to define the ambit of the doctrine have become more favorable to patentees; now plaintiffs need only show that defendants' products are not "substantially" different from the patent's claims. Third, the increasingly common use of juries in patent cases has resulted in increasingly generous (to patentees) interpretation of the doctrine. Finally, courts have held that the doctrine of equivalents may be invoked by patentees even when the defendant's product or activity only became possible as a result of new technology -- in other words, even if the defendant's product or activity could not have been foreseen at the time the patent was granted.

What about the manner in which the Patent Office and courts have interpreted and applied the standard requirements of patentability -- novelty, nonobviousness, utility, etc.? Here the dramatic shift in favor of patentees has been more recent. Roughly speaking, the nineteenth century was characterized by ever more generous interpretation of the statutory criteria. Partly as a result, patents became important to many companies and industries. Between the First and Second World Wars, however, the tide turned. Angered by anticompetitive uses of patents by large companies, both the Patent Office and the courts became substantially less willing to grant or uphold questionable patents. Beginning in the 1950s, the Patent Office became more generous, but the federal courts varied widely in their willingness to go along. The creation in 1982 of the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit eliminated these variations. Equally importantly, the new court (as its advocates had foreseen) has been much more favorable to patentees -- sharply lowering the bar of "nonobviousness" and encouraging more generous damage awards.
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It is in the area of trademark law that the explosion of intellectual property has been most striking. The notion that a manufacturer who places on his goods a particular mark can prevent others from using the same mark to sell similar goods first appeared in American law in the middle third of the nineteenth century. For many years, however, the kinds of marks shielded by this principle were limited. Initially, for example, most courts (and the leading commentator) insisted that, to be protected, a trademark had to include the name of the manufacturer. Arbitrary or fanciful names (e.g., "Balm of a Thousand Flowers" soap) did not qualify, nor did geographic names (referring to the place a product was manufactured). Gradually, these and other restrictions were lifted. By the end of the century, courts were willing to protect arbitrary names, symbols, and geographic names provided that they had acquired "secondary meaning" (i.e., if in the minds of consumers they had come to be associated with particular products).

The entitlements a manufacturer acquires through "ownership" of a trademark have likewise grown enormously. Initially, only the use by competitors of identical marks (or portions thereof) was actionable. Later, competitors were prevented from using marks sufficiently similar as to cause consumer confusion, a standard the courts construed ever more generously. Most recently, trademark owners have been able to halt the use of identical or similar marks by noncompetitors, on the ground that such usage would "tarnish," "blur," or "dilute" the mark. The geographic range of a trademark has also expanded radically. Initially, trademark owners' entitlements were limited to the territories in which they were actually selling or advertising their products. The adoption of the Lanham Act in 1946 allowed users of marks to establish "nationwide constructive use" of their marks as of the date of their application for trademark registration. The Lanham Act (and its subsequent amendments) enlarged owners' rights in many other respects as well -- perhaps most importantly by establishing a generous set of remedies for trademark infringement, including treble damages and attorneys' fees.

During the same period, American courts through common-law adjudication have developed several doctrines ancillary to trademark law. The most important of these is a line of decisions initiated by the 1918 case of International News Service v. Associated Press, in which the Supreme Court enjoined the defendant news organization from appropriating information contained in the plaintiff's newspaper stories until such time as the "commercial value" of that information had "passed away." Courts in succeeding years differed sharply on the merits of the "misappropriation" doctrine announced in INS. Some -- most notably, the influential Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit -- have done what they could to evade or limit it. Others, however, have enthusiastically extended it to a variety of...
circumstances arguably involving "piracy" of information. In the Dow Jones case, for example, the Supreme Court of Illinois held that the Chicago Board of Trade could not develop a stock index futures contract keyed to the "Dow Jones Industrial Average," without first obtaining the permission of the company that had originally created that famous market index. n44

D.

The final intellectual-property growth area is perhaps less economically important than copyright, patent, or trademark law, but has considerable cultural significance. In 1954, the leading copyright scholar in the United States published an article advocating the recognition of a "right of publicity," which he defined as "the right of each person to control and profit from the publicity values which he has created or purchased." n45 Since that date, the large majority of American jurisdictions to have considered his proposal have adopted some version of it -- either through statute or through common-law adjudication. n46 In its modern form, this doctrine enables celebrities to prevent others from making use of the "depiction" or "endorsement" value of their identities. A few examples should suggest the scope and power of the principle. In 1983, Johnny Carson, whose long-running late-night comedy show had traditionally begun with the phrase, "Here's Johnny," successfully invoked the doctrine to prevent the sale of "Here's Johnny Portable Toilet's." n47 Five years later, Bette Midler, a popular singer, recovered $400,000 from the Ford Motor Company on the ground that Ford had deliberately used in one of its advertisements a singer whose voice closely resembled Midler's. n48 And in 1992, the Samsung Electronics Company was held to violate the right of publicity when it included in one of its advertisements "a robot, dressed in a wig, gown, and jewelry" and posed in a "stance" that made it resemble Vanna White, a famous game-show hostess. n49 A few very recent decisions have sought to curtail the reach of the doctrine, n50 but for the most part it continues (despite much gnashing of teeth by academic commentators n51 ) to be widely accepted.

II.

What produced this dramatic expansion of intellectual-property rights? No single force was responsible. Rather, a host of factors -- some of them economic, some ideological, some political, and some peculiar to the sphere of the law -- converged to cause the growth.

A.

Perhaps the most obvious contributing circumstance was the gradual transformation of the basis of the American economy. Until the late eighteenth century, the British North American colonies that became the United States depended heavily on agriculture; no more than ten percent of the workforce of any colony was engaged in manufacturing. n52 Over the course of the nineteenth century, the economy became ever more dependent upon industry. n53 During the twentieth century, industry has been
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gradually supplanted by information processing as the principal source of American jobs. The impact of this familiar but fundamental change was an increase in the perceived need for intellectual property rights. During the colonial period, few people stood to gain from copyright or patent protection; not surprisingly, few copyrights or patents were granted. n54 Since that time, the demand for intellectual-property protection has steadily increased.

A second, related long-term change was the transformation of the United States from a net consumer of intellectual property to a net producer. Until approximately the middle of the nineteenth century, more Americans had an interest in "pirating" copyrighted or patented materials produced by foreigners than had an interest in protecting copyrights or patents against "piracy" by foreigners. The shift in the "balance of trade" had a predictable effect on the stance taken by the United States in international affairs. In the early nineteenth century -- as Charles Dickens learned to his dismay -- the American government was deaf to the pleas of foreign authors that American publishers were reprinting their works without permission. n55 In the late twentieth century, by contrast, the United States has become the world's most vigorous and effective champion of strengthened intellectual-property rights. n56 Thus, for example, the American delegation successfully took a very hard line in the negotiation of the TRIPS agreement, demanding that other nations acquiesce in their generous version of patent and copyright laws. n57 And software piracy in China has triggered a much sterner reaction from the United States than has widespread human-rights violations. n58

A third economic development that had a particularly strong impact on trademark law was a dramatic increase during the early twentieth century of the importance of advertising. The watershed was the 1920s. To be sure, manufacturers and retailers had used advertising before then. But a combination of circumstances during the '20s led to a surge in advertising expenditures: the proliferation of national brands; manufacturers' experimentation with advertising as a way of stabilizing consumer demands and thus reducing investment risks; and increased reliance upon rapid product style changes (promoted by advertising) to stimulate consumers' thirst for their products. "By 1928, for example, the Ford Model T in basic black had become the Model A, available in four colors and in seventeen body styles, and to promote the style changes, in one exceptionally expansive week Ford spent about $2 million on advertising." n59 By the end of the decade, approximately 3 percent of the national product ($3.4 billion) was being devoted to advertising. n60 Much of that money was devoted to establishing and maintaining the reputation of trademarks and tradenames. For obvious reasons, manufacturers wished to prevent others from "free-riding" on their investments -- and sought strengthened trademark protection.

B.

To this point, the expansion of intellectual-property rights would seem readily explainable in functional terms. The law, it appears, evolved so as to serve the changing "needs" of the American economy. Viewed from this angle, law seems to be superstructural -- its development driven by changes in the underlying mode of production and associated relations of production. n61 But this is not the end of the story. To account fully for the development of intellectual-property law, one must also take into account some cultural and ideological factors.
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The first (if not most important of these) has been the durable and widespread popular commitment in the United States to a labor-desert theory of property. The notion (commonly associated by academics with John Locke) that a person deserves to own something that he or she has created through productive labor has long had considerable currency in America. n62 This was perhaps more true in the nineteenth century than today, but social psychologists tell us that, even now, most Americans (as well as most Western Europeans) subscribe to the closely related "equity theory" of distributive justice -- the notion that each person who contributes to a collective enterprise deserves a reward commensurate with the magnitude of his or her contribution to the enterprise. n63

Since the late eighteenth century, such attitudes have contributed to the willingness of legislators and judges first to establish and then to expand intellectual property rights. Thus, for example, the committee that persuaded the Continental Congress to recommend to the states that they adopt copyright laws justified the proposal partly on the ground that "nothing is more properly a man's own than the fruit of his study." n64 Similar statements by other lawmakers may be found throughout American history. For example, in 1837 Henry Clay argued that it is "incontestable" that "authors and inventors have, according to the practice among civilized nations, a property in their respective productions . . . ; and that this property should be protected as effectually as any other property is, by law, follows as a legitimate consequence." n65 More recently, Justice O'Connor justified her narrow reading of the fair-use doctrine (which privileges certain sorts of nonpermissive uses of copyrighted materials) on similar grounds: "The rights conferred by copyright are designed to assure contributors to the store of knowledge a fair return for their labors." n66

A second, related ideological current has been the widespread popular suspicion in the United States of governmental involvement in the process of identifying and rewarding good works of art and socially valuable inventions. This attitude crystallized later than the labor-desert theory just discussed. Until the middle of the nineteenth century, Americans were remarkably receptive to the notion that governments could and should advance the public interest by identifying and encouraging socially valuable ventures of all sorts. This general disposition had many manifestations in early American legal and economic history -- including, for instance: selective grants of corporate charters to enterprises that, in the legislators' view, promised to redound to the public welfare; "Mill Acts," which empowered landowners who wished to install mills on streams running through their property to build dams that flooded their neighbor's property (provided they paid compensation); and generous delegations by state legislatures of the power of eminent domain to private railroads. n67 This same general mercantilist sentiment underlay several proposals early in American history that inventors be rewarded, not with patents, but with public funds. For example, in 1787, Tench Coxe proposed the following scheme to the Pennsylvania Society for the Encouragement of Manufactures and the Useful Arts:

Premiums for useful inventions and improvements, whether foreign or American, for the best experiments in any unknown matter, and for the largest quantity of any valuable raw material, must have an excellent effect. They would assist the efforts of industry, and hold out the noble incentive of honourable distinction to merit and genius. The state might with
great convenience enable an enlightened society, established for the purpose, to offer liberal rewards in land for a number of objects of this nature. Our funds of that kind are considerable, and almost dormant. n68

The first draft of what ultimately became the intellectual-property clause of the Constitution similarly incorporated a system of governmental awards and subsidies. n69 Edward Walterscheid argues convincingly that this approach was ultimately rejected, not because of principled opposition to governmental involvement in the identification of worthy inventions, but because it was deemed too expensive. n70

By the late nineteenth century, however, this receptivity to direct governmental supervision of inventive activity had been eroded by the complex of attitudes commonly known as classical liberalism -- including, most importantly, the notion that the public and private spheres (the "state" and "civil society") were and should be distinct, combined with a general distrust of governmental tinkering with the market. In the altered ideological climate, intellectual-property rights were more palatable than governmental prizes as a way of stimulating creativity. To modern lawyers, both systems plainly involve governmental adjustments of the market; to that extent, both entail departures from an ideal of laissez-faire. But the intervention by government was (and is) less apparent when it consists of conferring property rights on classes of authors and inventors than when it consists of the identification and support of particular persons.

Classical liberalism has also contributed in many more detailed ways to the expansion of intellectual-property rights. The most important, probably, has been the strong commitment of both courts and legislators when administering the copyright laws to the principle of aesthetic relativism. Unwilling to differentiate between good and bad art (or art and advertising), we extend the umbrella of copyright protection to everything -- from brilliant bursts of creativity to (at least in theory) minor deviations from existing works caused by a "copyist's bad eyesight or defective musculature, or a shock caused by clap of thunder." n71 Residues of classical liberalism also, incidentally, continue to shape many other, related aspects of American politics and law -- for instance, the distressingly low levels of public funding for the arts in the United States (compared, for instance, to most countries in Western Europe), and the apparently successful recent efforts of conservative Republican congressmen to stunt the National Endowment for the Arts.

A third ideological current that had a particularly powerful impact on American copyright law was the popularization and then persistence of a "romantic conception of authorship." A great deal of recent scholarship has been devoted to the exploration of this theme. n72 In brief, the story goes as follows: Until the eighteenth century, neither popular nor elite culture in Europe or North American placed a high value on the individual artist or author. Tradition, skill, and connection with the past were more important than originality. n73 The convergence of several forces (Romanticism, the political theory of possessive individualism, the self-interest of English book publishers, the scheming of French monarchists, etc.) precipitated a widespread repudiation of this attitude toward art in favor of a celebration of individual artistic genius. Wordsworth captured the new ideal:
Genius is the introduction of a new element into the intellectual universe: or, if that be not allowed, it is the application of powers to objects on which they had not before been exercised, or the employment of them in such a manner as to produce effects hitherto unknown. n74

Copyright law in Europe and the United States grew out of -- and to some extent helped popularize -- this romantic vision. Combined with the general labor-desert theory (discussed above), it helped support the notion that an artist deserves to own his creations. And, as Peter Jaszi has shown, it helped shape myriad specific doctrines in copyright law -- usually (though not invariably) in a fashion that expanded the entitlements of copyright owners. A few examples: the elaboration of a generous conception of a copyrighted "work" and a concomitant expansion of the rights of copyright owners; the extension of copyright protection to photographs; and the curious way in which the "work-for-hire" doctrine has evolved in the United States. n75

What is most striking -- and to contemporary scholars, most distressing -- about this ideological current is its continued strength. The image of the lone author working in her garret is almost wholly obsolete. Today, most writing (indeed, most creativity of all sorts) is collaborative. Equally importantly, the extent to which every creator depends upon and incorporates into her work the creations of her predecessors is becoming ever more obvious. Yet American lawmakers cling stubbornly to the romantic vision. n76 There are few signs that it is losing its grip on the law. Indeed, the recent introduction into American copyright law of (a variant of) the Continental theory of moral rights suggests that its power may be waxing, not waning. n77

Less well studied than the romantic image of the author -- but equally important to the overall shape of American intellectual property law -- is an analogous heroic image of the inventor. As Keith Aoki observes, this ideal has an even older pedigree than the idea of original authorship. Grounded in "the Renaissance exaltation of the originary human subject as inventive genius, as embodied in Leonardo de Vinci's work," amplified by the "Enlightenment elevation of scientific geniuses such as Descartes, Leibnitz, and Newton," the glowing image of the inventor was already well established in Western culture when American patent law began to take shape. n78 In the United States, the attractiveness and importance of this image was reinforced by at least three cultural forces: the frontier ethic, which envisions man as pitted against nature, harnessing it through ingenuity as much as through force; n79 the associated "pastoral ideal," celebrating the transformation of the wilderness into the garden; n80 and the premium placed on social mobility, from which standpoint inventiveness is seen as an important way in which a talented youth can achieve wealth and fame. n81 The net result is the reverence with which Americans have treated -- and continue to treat -- our major inventors: Thomas Edison, Alexander Graham Bell, the Wright Brothers, Bill Gates, etc.

The impact of this imagery on patent law has been enormous. Not always has it operated to increase the availability of patents. For example, the establishment and sometimes severe application of the requirement that, to be patentable, an invention must be "nonobvious" to a person having ordinary skill
in the pertinent art \( n^82 \) is plainly traceable to the heroic image of the inventor. What we wish to reward are "flashes of creative genius," \( n^83 \) not mere works of craftsmanship. The net effect of this orientation has been to constrict rather than to expand the zone of creations covered by patents. \( n^84 \) But, in general, the high regard in which inventors have been held in the United States has worked to support and expand the patent system.

Like the romantic ideal of authorship, the image of the inventor has proved distressingly durable. For example, Keith Aoki observes that the debate over the patenting of DNA fragments from the Human Genome Project was permeated with heroic imagery (researchers analogized to Lewis & Clark; the project as a whole likened to the search for the Holy Grail, etc.) \( n^85 \) The rhetoric persists (and continues to shaping patent policy) despite the ubiquity of collaborative research and development (of which the Human Genome Project is a prime example) -- to which the image of the lone genius seems singularly inapt.

C.

The two forces just reviewed -- economic needs and ideological pressures -- have been reinforced in the United States by a recurring political dynamic. The advocates of increased intellectual property protection have consisted, for the most part, of creators, their surrogates (publishers, movie studios, etc.), businesses interested in protecting their trademarks, patent portfolios, or trade secrets, and celebrities eager to capitalize on their reputations. Most have had strong financial interests in statutory reform that would protect them against nonpermissive use of their "property." The interests of persons who would benefit from reduced intellectual-property protection, by contrast, have tended to be more diluted. The largest and most important such group consists of consumers -- each of whom typically has had only a small stake in the content of the pertinent laws. The result is that lobbying efforts have repeatedly been biased in favor of the expansion of intellectual property. Enthusiasts have made themselves heard, while skeptics have been largely silent.

There are many examples of this dynamic in the course of American history. A quaint but perhaps important early instance involves the efforts of John Fitch, one of the persons who claimed to have invented the steamboat, to obtain patent protection for his invention. During the week of August 20, 1787, Fitch invited at least three (and perhaps many more \( n^86 \) ) members of the Constitutional Convention to see a demonstration (and perhaps to ride upon \( n^87 \) ) his invention. What exactly was discussed during this demonstration we will never know, but the chances are good that he pressed on the delegates the need for firmer, national patent laws. Fitch's timing was either shrewd or fortuitous. On August 18, the first draft of what ultimately became the intellectual-property clause had first been presented to the delegates. \( n^88 \) By September 5, they had settled on the language that was ultimately incorporated into the Constitution. \( n^89 \)

Many examples of exertion of the same kind of pressure can be found in the legislative history of the 1976 general reform of the Copyright Act. As Jessica Litman has shown, the Congressional committees and subcommittees charged with overseeing that reform typically refused to draft statutory language
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themselves. Instead, they forced the representatives of organized interest groups that had stakes in the content of the statute to negotiate compromises. Many of the crucial provisions in the act incorporate verbatim the fruits of those deals. Thus, for example, "[t]he wording of the fair use provision, and the language of the committee reports accompanying it, emerged from a hard fought compromise involving protracted, down-to-the-wire negotiations among representatives of authors, composers, publishers, music publishers, and educational institutions." n90 Similar compromises provided the content for "the statute's treatment of cable television, library photocopying, phonorecord publishing, jukebox operation, and the manufacturing clause." n91 This is not to suggest that the parties to these negotiations were always in accord. On the contrary, the "affected interests" often disagreed sharply, and many of the compromises were achieved only after protracted discussions and much cajolery by the pertinent Congressional committees. n92 The point, rather, is that the negotiations privileged groups with interests sufficiently strong and concentrated to have formal representatives. Very rarely was the public -- the consumers of intellectual products -- represented in any way. And Congress itself -- whose job, one might think, is precisely to protect the public's interest -- failed to do so.

The examples could be multiplied, n93 but the general proposition is clear enough: The sharply different densities of the "interests" on opposite sides of intellectual-property issues, combined with the important role played by organized interest groups in American politics, means that, more often than not, the proponents of expanded entitlements will win out.

D.

The fourth and final force that has contributed to the growth of intellectual-property rights consists of a gradual shift in the terminology used by lawyers to describe and discuss those rights -- in a word, the "propertization" of the field. In the eighteenth century, lawyers and politicians were more likely to refer to patents and copyrights as "monopolies" than they were to refer to them as forms of "property." The popularity of the former term derived partly from the historical origins of patent law: In England, patents in the modern sense originated in section 6 of the 1623 Statute on Monopolies, which both described patents as "monopolies" and exempted them from the general ban on royal grants of such rights. n94 But the currency of the term also derived partly from -- and helped to reinforce -- a substantive position: like other "monopolies," patents and copyrights were dangerous devices that should be deployed only when absolutely necessary to advance some clear public interest. Thomas Jefferson was the most prominent adherent of this view, but many others shared his attitude to varying degrees. n95

Gradually over the course of American history, this discourse was supplanted by one centered on the notion that rights to control the use and dissemination of information are forms of "property." This transition can be seen most clearly in the context of trademark law. Until the middle of the nineteenth century, legal protection of trademarks was justified on the basis of the need to protect innocent sellers against "fraud." n96 In other words, the law in this field was understood to be a branch of (what was gradually coming to be called) tort law, n97 not property law. In the 1849 case of Amoskeag Manufacturing Company v. Spear, a sharply different language appears: "the doctrine of an exclusive
property in trade-marks has prevailed from the time of the year books.\textsuperscript{n98} This new conception did not immediately sweep the field; for many years, tort and property concepts coexisted uneasily in the many subdivisions of the law of trademarks and unfair competition. But slowly, property discourse took precedence. \textsuperscript{n99}

In the early twentieth century, an influential group of commentators lent their aid to this trend. Led by Frank Schechter, these scholars argued that the true basis of trademark protection was a property interest in the mark itself (or in the goodwill of which the mark was a vehicle), and that the law should recognize and enforce that property right more fully than it already did. \textsuperscript{n100} Oliver Wendell Holmes and a few like-minded scholars disagreed, but they were clearly in the minority. \textsuperscript{n101}

Framing arguments in terms of property rights became increasingly common in other doctrinal fields as well. For example, in the 1921 case of \textit{Fisher v. Star}, the New York Court of Appeals ruled that the comic-strip characters, Mutt and Jeff, could not be used by the defendant newspaper without the permission of the creator of the characters. \textsuperscript{n102} The court founded its judgment on the general proposition: "Any civil right not unlawful in itself nor against public policy, that has acquired a pecuniary value becomes a property right that is entitled to protection as such." \textsuperscript{n103} More recently a federal district court in New York held that the digital sampling by a rap artist of a small portion of the classic song, "Alone Again, Naturally," constituted copyright infringement. The court opened its opinion justifying this outcome with the statement: "'Thou shalt not steal' has been an admonition followed since the dawn of civilization." \textsuperscript{n104}

Another, more general manifestation of the same trend has been the growing power of the phrase "intellectual property." Before the Second World War, use of the phrase as shorthand for copyrights, patents, trademarks, and related entitlements was rare. Since that time, it has become steadily more common. \textsuperscript{n105} Today, it is the standard way for lawyers and law teachers to refer to the field.

Why does the popularity of the term matter? The answer -- as the Legal Realists recognized long ago -- is that legal discourse has power. Specifically, the use of the term "property" to describe copyrights, patents, trademarks, etc. conveys the impression that they are fundamentally "like" interests in land or tangible personal property -- and should be protected with the same generous panoply of remedies. Felix Cohen (the most insightful of the Realists) put the point forcefully:

There was once a theory that the law of trade marks and tradenames was an attempt to protect the consumer against the "passing off" of inferior goods under misleading labels. Increasingly the courts have departed from any such theory and have come to view this branch of law as a protection of property rights in divers economically valuable sale devices. In practice, injunctive relief is being extended today to realms where no actual danger of confusion to the consumer is present, and this extension has been vigorously supported and encouraged by leading writers in the field. Conceivably this extension might be justified by a demonstration that privately controlled sales devices serve as a psychologic base for the power of business monopolies, and that such monopolies are
socially valuable in modern civilization. But no such line of argument has ever been put forward by courts or scholars advocating increased legal protection of trade names and similar devices. . . . Courts and scholars, therefore, have taken refuge in a vicious circle to which no obviously extra-legal facts can gain admittance. The current legal arguments runs: One who by the ingenuity of his advertising or the quality of his product has induced consumer responsiveness to a particular name, symbol, form of packaging, etc., has thereby created a thing of value, a thing of value is property; the creator of property is entitled to protection against third parties who seek to deprive him of his property. . . . The vicious circle inherent in this reasoning is plain. It purports to base legal protection upon economic value, when, as a matter of actual fact, the economic value of a sales device depends upon the extent to which it will be legally protected. . . . The circularity of legal reasoning in the whole field of unfair competition is veiled by the "thingification" of property. n106

Regrettably, the pleas by Cohen and a few others that judges jettison the concept of "property" and frankly confront the public policy implications of protecting certain kinds of information fell largely on deaf ears. The "propertization" of the field continued -- and is now well-nigh complete.

III.

The various circumstances and forces that have contributed to the proliferation of intellectual-property rights have reinforced one another. Here are a few examples of this dynamic:

The emergence during the early twentieth century of the American film industry soon gave rise to a shrewd and well-funded trade organization, the Motion Picture Association of America. n107 In amicus briefs in important cases, in lobbying before Congress, and in its statements to the public, the MPAA has consistently advocated strong protection of intellectual-property rights. n108 In framing its presentations, the association has capitalized on lawmakers' receptivity to the labor-desert theory as well as their awareness of the position of the United States as the world's largest producer of films. n109 This strategy has been highly effective; with remarkable frequency, the positions the association has supported have prevailed. n110 Power begets power, of course. These doctrinal reforms have further strengthened the industry, lending the MPAA even more authority.

The recently adopted federal anti-dilution statute, which shields "famous" trademarks from activities that "tarnish," "disparage," or "blur" them, grew out of a similar intersection of forces. Manufacturers of products sold under famous labels complained to Congress that the protection they enjoyed from state anti-dilution statutes was uneven; too often, they insisted, manufacturers of unrelated products were able to "freeride" on the reputations of famous brands by using confusingly similar marks. n111 It should be unlawful, they insisted, to manufacture "DUPONT shoes, BUICK aspirin, [or] KODAK pianos." n112
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Why? If consumers are not misled concerning the source of the products, why exactly is it important to prohibit such activities? The manufacturers offered two reasons: (1) they had invested time and effort in cultivating these famous marks and thus deserved legal protection; and (2) other countries already had such prohibitions and it was important that the United States not lag behind any nation in the strength of its intellectual-property protections. In the absence of any organized resistance from consumers, these arguments prevailed. n113 In short, the combination of a strong interest group, largely unopposed in the lobbying process, able to draw effectively upon the labor-desert theory and the presumptive legitimacy of its members' "property" rights, secured yet another extension of the law.

The ubiquity of such synergy means that developing a strategy for halting the trend described in this article will be difficult. Not impossible. The fate of the "White Paper" shows that it is possible at least to slow the growth of intellectual property rights. Released in 1995 by President Clinton's Information Infrastructure Task Force, the White Paper recommended a variety of adjustments of copyright law, all designed to increase the ability of copyright owners to control uses of their works on the internet. n114 Those recommendations were quickly embodied in proposed legislation, which, in the absence of organized opposition, initially seemed assured of passage. To the surprise of many observers, the legislative initiative failed. Crucial to that failure was a publicity and lobbying campaign waged by a miscellaneous group of scholars, educators, and public-interest activists. n115 In the face of this outpouring of criticism (during an election year), the Congressional committees decided not to proceed. The victory may have been short-lived; Bruce Lehman, the principal architect and proponent of the White Paper, will likely succeed in securing most (albeit not all) of his reforms through amendments to the Berne Convention. But the tide was turned at least briefly.

Important lessons can be gleaned from this episode. But the opponents of the growth of intellectual property should not be overly optimistic. A mutually reinforcing combination of economic, ideological, political, and discursive conditions makes further expansion of these entitlements likely.
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N102 Fisher v. Star, 231 N.Y. 414 (Ct. App. 1921). At the time, copyright protection had not yet been extended to fictional characters, so the court relied for its ruling on the law of misappropriation.

N103 Ibid., 428


N105 A search of the Lexis system indicates that the phrase, "intellectual property," appears only once in the reports of the federal courts before 1900 and does not appear at all between 1900 and 1930. Thereafter, its usage by federal courts steadily increases. In the 1930s, it appears in two opinions; in the 1940s, 6; in the 1950s, 10; in the 1960s, 9; in the 1970s, 41; in the 1980s, 287; in the 1990s (as of this writing), 829. To be sure, many circumstances undoubtedly contributed to this extraordinary increase, including the growing caseload of the federal courts and the verbosity of modern law clerks. But much of the increase must be attributed to the growing currency of the phrase in legal discourse in general.


N110 See, for example, Dennis Wharton, "MPAA's Rebel With Cause Fights for Copyright Coin," Variety (August 3, 1992), Vol. 348, No. 2, p. 18.


N113 So, for example, the House Report justifies the legislation on the following ground: "The concept of dilution recognizes the substantial investment the owner has made in the mark and the commercial value and aura of the mark itself, protecting both from those who would appropriate the mark for their
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What an original idea to show how intellectual property ideas and laws have been the bedrock upon which so much human creativity has been built over the centuries and around the world. And how well that idea has been executed here. Robin Jacob, former judge in the Court of Appeal of England and Wales and author of IP and Other Things. Bringing together contributors of varied backgrounds to tell a history of intellectual property (IP) in 50 objects, this book demonstrates the significance of IP and shows how IP has developed. It will appeal to a range of legal professionals, law students and outside readers, including people interested in digital business, engineering, and branding. About the Author. Reviewed in the United States on December 29, 2019. Verified Purchase. Intellectual property rights history is a fascinating look at the way ownership rights in copyrights, trademarks, and patent evolved over the years. The protection of intellectual property, such as copyrights, trademarks, and patents, has played a vital role in the economic growth and development in a world in which innovations in thought, technology, and commerce have flourished. Elizabethan England and the Growth of Intellectual Property Laws. In 1623, by Act of Parliament in England, the first real strides toward intellectual property laws as we know them today took place. In 1982, the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit was established under Article III of the Constitution and has nationwide jurisdiction over patent and trademark cases.